
Skills

Kendall Denike

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
New York, NY | Dec ‘18
User Experience Design, Immersive

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tempe, AZ | May ’14
Industrial Design, Bachelor of Science
Summa Cum Laude | 4.0 GPA

Education

831-227-1479
San Francisco, CAUX/UI + INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER

Experience
UX/UI DESIGN
Research
User interviews
Competitive analysis

Synthesis
Affinity mapping
Persona + scenario
Storyboarding
Journey mapping
Problem identification

Ideation
Sketching
Wireframing
Low-fi paper mockups
Mid-fi digital mockups

Digital prototyping
Sketch
InVision
Principle
Dev collaboration

Visual design
User interface design
Interaction design

Testing
Clickable prototypes
User testing
Usability reports

Analysis
Heuristic Analysis
Card sorting
Sitemaps
Task + user flow

Presentation
Storytelling
Keynote

GENERAL
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

Portfolio: www.kendalldenike.com
kendalldenike@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/kendalldenike

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER  Prime Studio
New York City, NY | Freelance Feb ‘19 - April ’19

Understand the brand values & product features of emerging start-up 
companies to design physical solutions that best meet their business needs
Consider how new & existing customers will interface with various products
to create structural packaging solutions that emphasize ease & accessibility

UX/UI DESIGNER  Pawlicy Advisor
New York City, NY | Contract Nov ‘18 - Jan ’19

Designed & branded a responsive mobile/desktop site for an online pet 
insurance marketplace, focusing on the search & results experience 
Conducted & synthesized thorough research with screened users & market 
competitors to identify problem spaces in need of UX-driven solutions
Sketched low-fi wireframes to usability test flow & functionality before
creating a fully clickable, high-fidelity digital prototype with UI assets

LEAD INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER  Popsockets
San Francisco, CA | Sept ‘17 - Sept ’18

Developed the design DNA for the PopSockets brand as it evolved from it’s 
single flagship product into other physical & digital product categories
Lead the design & production of the [award-winning] debut PopSockets phone 
case by proving out [patented] innovative materials & manufacturing 
processes to tell a disruptive, never-been-told functionality & protection story
Built & maintained manufacturing-ready CAD databases for complex plastic 
assemblies that required extreme tolerancing & other mechanical engineering 
considerations for tooling, molding, & assembly actions
Maintained an active relationship with vendors in China to ensure DFM 
feedback was received early, often, & quickly, to mitigate any unexpected 
technical or cost issues

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER  Speck Products
San Mateo, CA | Oct ‘14 - Sept ’17

Lead the design of new [award-winning/patented] products by creating unique 
solutions for protecting & enhancing the experience of mobile technology
Oversaw development from idea conception to prototyping to production, 
ensuring that every product built IP & was recognized for innovation & quality
Collaborated closely with mechanical engineers to maintain both visual & 
functional design intent while factoring in ease of manufacturing
Worked with project management to understand constraints, hit target costs, 
follow production schedules, & meet deadlines for drop-dead launch dates
Independently traveled internationally to meet with vendors in China & 
oversee that assembly & production was efficient, high-quality, & cost 
effective

VISUAL DESIGNER  Verve Coffee Roasters
Santa Cruz, CA | Freelance Sept ‘14 - Nov ’14

Created compelling visual content to reflect the Verve brand & aesthetic
Organized mood boards, customer personas, & concept layouts for internal 
critiques & reviews with the design, marketing, & production teams
Designed a special edition line of packaging featured in GQ magazine, & store 
merchandise collections including clothing & coffee roasting accessories

DESIGN INTERN  Dockers at Levi Strauss & Co.
San Francisco, CA | May ‘13 - Aug ’13

Designed the logo & generated brand assets for a new line of khakis that were 
designed for skateboarders, by skateboarders • Gained exposure to everything 
that goes into developing a new line of product, from material sourcing under 
cost constraints to specifying the construction in detail using tech packs

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
3D CAD modeling
Parametric + surfacing
PTC Creo Parametric
SolidWorks
Rhinoceros

3D rendering
Keyshot
Sketching

Physical prototyping
Rapid mock-ups
Functional models
Appearance models
Ergonomic studies
3D printing
Laser cutting

DFM + ME knowledge
Tooling + modifications
Molding parameters
Draft + tolerances
Material properties
Impact + abrasion testing
Colors + finishes
Soft goods
Part inspection + approval
ID specs + tech packs
Trial + production runs

Vendor relationships
Overseas travel
Factories + sourcing
On-the-ground work
Verbal + visual cross-
language communication

Packaging
Dielines + blisters
Graphics

Adobe InDesign
Google Suite

References available upon request


